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IN THE
FEDERAL · APPEALS COURT
OF THE STATE OF HUTCHINS
APHIL 8, 1976

. Docket No. 0

-~-·

STUDENTS,

Plaintiffs-Appellants

v.
FACULTY,

Defendants-Appel lees

ON APPEAL FHOM THE
FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
STATE OF HUTCHINS
BRIEF FOR APPELLANT
Counsel for Appella nts
The Hes Jester

Counsel for Appellees
G. Burgess Allison
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tho
Saturday April 10, noon i n
the Lawv ers Club Loun Re.
Coffee ~nd cooki e s pr;viC ed .

·saturday
CREASE BALL
This weekend you could have the
'•
•
ht --~'t I s
time of your.J;.~fe.
~h
.... at I s r~g
Crease Ball ;tlme _ aga;i:n.
. ,
The SOCIAL ~~N·.r~,PF #.;!IE. YEAR, an? ~t s
coming up on:; Sta"urda)t n~ght, Apr~l
10, at 9 P [:~r. ifr
the ~ Lawyers Club
{.,.Lounge.
-..·
..·
...
.
.
Why is th ~~::'" evep t t .~aditionally so .
popular? .~_fiere·'. ·s wh~t happens at. th~s
ga la affair :
{::::.;
(1) A live band, one which can play
more than just. rock music.
(2) Set-ups for the liqu6r you bring.
(3) A bottle of champagne for EVERY
couple.
(4) Semi-formal attire, which means
that you can get dressed up and
not have to face an interviewer-just your date/spouse/whatever
you come with . (although some of
the Barristers have been known
to look like slobs no matter
what they wear) .
ALL THIS and more is available for
the mere pittance of$5 per couple.
Tickets are available in a variety
. of locations: the Lawyers Club desk
(at least between 8 A.M. and 4 P.M.)
in front of Room 100, and from your
friendly neighborhood Barrister.
Due to the heavy demand expected,
tickets will not be available at
Ticketron outlets or at Hudsoti's.
DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT!!!!
Buy your tickets now while they
last!!! Then come on out and have
·a great time. Remember, it's this
Saturday .

-~;ll. e

2.

We'll be bra i ns t or min ~ cb out
ways to work t oward c ~mmon oals. ·
ii.ead this itJe ek Is Uomen 1 s
-~
Newletter for more i n formation .
Or contact Christie w.
Peterson, Sally Zanger, Bev
Heydinger, or E llen J o 8n
_Da.n nin.

Dear R.G.:
I'd like tc remin d all l aw sc hool
people about the U-H Men's Gle e 'Club
spring concert tomorrow night (Saturday) at 8 p.m. at Hill Auditorium.
Entitled "Music of America," the
concert will be devoted exclusively
to songs by American composers,
including works by Ives, Barber,
Dello Joio, Gershwin, Foster, Halsey
Stevens and Joplin (that ' s Scott,
not Janis).
The Friars will a l so s ing, a long
with a little help from a lumni who
have been members 0f the octet over
the past 20 years.
(If yo u saw us
at Rhonda a n d Cha r lie's par t y in the
Lawyers Club lounge last week, you
have a good idea o f what's i n store,
except that tomorrow night you should
be able to h ear us, too.)
0f course, the Glee Club pr ogram
will include some spiritua l s and lot s
of trad i t i 0na l :1ich 1. gan sJngs. So
t a ke a brea : ~ Satur day and come hear
us! Tickets at $1 .5 0 , $2.5 C ~ r
S3.50 are on sale all day t ~ day and
tomorrow at Hill Auditorium box
office.
-- Bruce Johnson

Friday
FRIDAY APRIL 9

7 & 9:05

Nicholas Ray's

Wednesday

REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE
with

James Dean
Sa 1 Mineo
Na t a l ie Wood
Jim Backus

* * *WLSA ELECTIONS* * *
-WOMEN STUDENTS-

WLSA needs your input now!
This is an organization which can
----------~._--------~~-------~--------Tonly serve the needs of women law
.students if all women will participate . Any goals you're interested in WLSA can pursue..--with your
CLERKSHIP WITH JUDGE LUMBARD
.initiative. Without you, there is
·no WLSA . If you feel Wl.SA has
Judge Lumbard , Senior Judge U.S.
been unrepresentative this year,
Court of Appeals for the Second
you
must make it represent you •.
Circuit, has asked the Law School
Elections for WLSA officers and
to submit to him the name of a
Steering
Committee members will
· qualified applicant for one of his
be held in the next two weeks.
two clerkships .
r ,Offices are: President, Vice Presi·
APPLICATIONS MAY BE PICKED UP AT
dent, Secretary and Treasurer, and
THE XEROX·. ROOM ; MUST BE RETURNED
an undetermined number of members
TO THE PLACEMENT OFFICE BY
at large for the Steering Committee,
·. Monday, Apri l 12.
Dates to remember:
April
14
(Wed) 5:00pm. Written
Lee Bollinger
nominations (for yours~lf or
MONDAY APRIL 12
others) are due in the elec. 3:30 I Law Club Lounge
tion envelope on the message
board in the WLSA office.

M·ond·ay .

:MARTIN SOSTRE will speak on
"RIGHTS OF THE IMPRISONED"
Martin S o stre has just been
.
pardoned and released from prison
in New York . While impris oned
on fals e c h a rges , he waged a
vali a n t fi g h t f or the fundamental
human rig h ts o f prisoners. From
.inside the wa lls, he won some of
the most i mportant cases in the
field - see S ostre v. Rockefeller,
312 F Supp 8 6 3 (SDNY 1970); Sostre
v . Preise r ~ 1 9 F2d 763 (1975).
sponsored by the National Lawyers
Guild and t he Black Law Students
Association

April-19 (Mon) noon. Come to the
last general meeting of the
semester in the courtyard.
Bring a bag lunch--there'll
be cookies and coffee.
Candidates will be introduced,
npminations accepted from the
floor, and voting begun.
Anyone who can't attend the
meeting can leave their votes
in the election envelope in
the WLSA office until 5:00 pm.
Please plan to devote this one
hour to WLSA--It should be a fun
meeting as well as important for
the future of WLSA.

NOTICES
The University of Michigan
Journal of Law Reform is now accept~ing application~ for positio~s on
~ the 1976-77 jun1or staff.
S1nce
. its inception in 1968, the Journal
, has sought to identify needed re. forms in all areas of the law and
to suggest practical proposals for
change. The Journal is particularly
concerned with disseminating information about significant legal
experimentation in the hope that
new approaches may be identified
and encouraged.
For the student, the Journal
provides an expanded opportunity
for legal writing at Michig~n. A
substantial portion of the Journal
is written by students. Junior
staff members are able to proceed
from basic research, through
editing, to publication. This
process provides an opportunity
for disciplined analysis and
writing unavailable outside of
legal publications. Overall, the
Journal is committed to an innovative interdisciplinary approach
to legal scholarship with
emphasis on stimulating reform.
The editorial board of next
year's 'Volume of the Journal
selects the new staff solely on
the basis of their demonstrated
writing abilities. Students. who
began law school in the summer or
fall of 1975 are eligible to
serve on the staff. Any legal
writing prepared during the
first year of law school, typically memoranda and briefs
written for case club, may be submitted for consideration. Since
this staff selection is supplementary to the Joint Writing Program for the Journal and the Law
Review, students who have
entered the Program need not
submit additional samples, but
may do so if they wish. ·
Writing samples with name
· and summer address attached
should be submitted to the
Journal office, Room 731, Legal
ResearcD Build~ng, by ~ay 16,

1976. Those sel~cted for staff
positions will be.notified
during July and will be asked
to return to Ann Arbor by
Wednesday, August 18, 19 76,
to.begin o~ientation and
:research.
.
Information meetings about
the Journal will be held
Tuesday, Apri l 13, and We dne sday, April 14, at 3 : 30 p.m. in
Room 116 Hutchins Hall.
WATERMAN GYM TO BITE THE DUST :
Law Students to Lose Classy
Exclusive Sports Facility
Some of you physical culturalists
might be interested in knowing
that the Regents rece ntly ~oted
to axe that plush· hea lth spa we
call Waterman Gym . After it '.s
gone, the ~loset i ndoor track
will be at the new sports building
across Washtenaw and your badminton, volleyball and ping-pong
matches will relocate either to
that facility, the IM or (it is
rumored) Fraser's Pub.
As descrepit as the place is, we
have found its location convenient
and its indoor and outdoor architecture aesthetically appealing.
If you wish to join a small (but
growing, of course) movement for
its preservation, you might want
to jot a note (before Wednesday)
to the Regents, with xeroxes to
Prof. William Shepherd, Economics
Dep~rtment, the Law School Student Senate, and the U Record.
All messages can go free of charge
via campus mail, which is almost
as efficient as the U.S. Postal
Service. There is a pick-up box
at the Law Club desk.
-A. Barak,
F. Levenson,
WATERman Group
Aiding Threatened
Edifices

** SUMMER SUBLET **

3rd year students - i t is especially
; important that third:...year people report
jobs to our office a~ soon as possible.
Within the next month, I must contact
each person in the senior class that I
have not heard from . If you have taken
. a job and not re ported it, pleas e do, and
if you ar~ st ill looking for a position,
please s top in and see me. Thank you
very much!

2 bedroom modern apartment:
* Furni shed -,'(
-,'( 1 1 I 2 baths *
* Off-street cov. parking
*Deluxe kit. w/dishw. & disp.
* AIR CONDITIONED! *
* Outdoor patio
Avai lable May 16th; 5 min. from
Law Quad. Rent nego. Great apt.
for up to 4 people. Call evenings
769 -7653 to see it.

2nd year peop le & first year people - if
you are interested in practicing in the
Los Ange l es area in 1977, you are invited
to participate in a video-taped interview
on April 8 th. Please come to the office
for · detail s.

·- - - - - - ··-----

SUMMER SUBLET
1 man needed for a spacious
. 3 man apartment. Lots of
fringe benefits: fully carpeted,
· ai r conditioned, dishwasher, 100
ft . fr om private swimming pool,
North Campus location for that
"get away from it all" feeling.
Price ne gotiabl~. Call Ken at
764-8984 after 10:30 PM.

If yo u have not filled out a directory
form, ple as e do!

April 2, 1976
The Faculty, Staff and Students
FROM: Dean Theodore J. St. Antoine
Professor Robert A. Burt
RE:

'To:

Professor Burt has accepted an invitati on
to join the f aculty of the Yal e Law School,
effective at the beginning o'f the 1976-77
academic year. I have extended Bo our congratulat ions, and our best wishes for much
success in his new position.

SUMMER RENTAL
5 ROOM HOU SE,FURNISHED,in BURNS PK.
. AVA IL. MAY15 - AUGo 15
Low Ren t (less than 112 fall rent)
Nice, quiet neighborhood
6110 mile from Law Quad
Garage, nice yard, frt. porch
Antique furnishings
Great landlord -- ME!
·Want someone to take good care of ,
the place. Pr efer couple; non-smokers.
No pets.
Call Ed, 663 - 7844

·······
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MODERN EFFICIENCY
·N ew furniture; ale; 112 block from
Law Quad. May thru Aug. 995-9153
FOR SALE: Sears washer and gas
dryer, 2 years old, white no
frills $200. Skis & boots size 9
(m~ns) $20.
Call 971-9666~
SENIORS
Do not forget to pick up your
$5.00 refund from the bookstore ..
Bring your ID to the Cellar.
Refunds are available now.

PILS
PILS:

Contac t any of the following by
Monday night if you are interested:
Bruce Wecker, Alan Barak (764-9037),
Dwight Dickerson (995-5165).

"Public Interest" Job Available
in Michigan State Government

A State of Michigan regulatory agency
i~ looking for '76 ,law or public
pblicy grads, we have learned.
The agency recently received an
infusion of reform-minded souls at
a policy-making level - wh'O hope to
produce a prodigious amount of
consumer-oriented legislation and
. rules in the next couple of years.

A. B.

PILS WANTS TO BE AROUN" NEXT YEAR
At some point during the last term,
did you begin to wonder if you
had accomplished anything substantive during the past year at
Law School? Students working
through the Public Interest Law
Society (PILS) spent their time
on £!£ bono issues affecting the
lives otffiore than just their case
club_judge. PILS would like to
continue these activities next
fall, but needs interested law
students to make it work.

might consider the location of
':Lans-i ng; -: Michigan -- a drawback. . On
this matter, PILS offers no opinion. (Alan Barak alleges that
the caliber of the new reformers
and the opportunity to see MSU's
non-te levised football games
more than makes up for any lack
of cosmopolitan amenities) •
~orne

th~: agency --:~--downtown

For further info contact Alan
Barak, F-34 Lawyers Club,
764-9037, at reasonable hours.
A.B.

M.K.

RE:

_PILS, and All You Legal Aid
Types

It has been suggested that '76 grads
who will be practicing next year
as legal services attorneys and
students planning to work in legal
services offices this summer would
profit from a lunchtime discussion
with an appropriate professor on
tqe subject of issues ripe for law
reform in the n~xt few years.
Discussion would be p+actic?llyoriented, aimed at identifying the
kinds of cases in which plaintiffs
stand the least the chance of
ultimately losing, and the strategies
appurtenant thereto.
If enough people are interested
we will attempt to schedule the
event. Thursday or Friday at
12:15 seems a good time.

6

PILS was organized to give students a chance to apply their
research and advocacy skills to
"real world" problems along the
interface between public institutions and private lives.
Public interest projects handled
by PILS students this term ranged
from the availability to legal
means to compel State agencies to
provide rules to implement the
Michigan Freedom of Information
Act, to the power of States to
exercise regulatory authority
over radiation hazards as contemplated_in the Michigan Nuclear
Power Reliability and Safety
Initiatlve. Such projects arrive
from public interest groups in
Michigan, Washington, D.C., and
other parts of the world, as
opposed to fermenting in the
· minds of senior judges and junior
clerks. In ~ddition, PILS acts
as a clearinghouse for student
pro bono work handled by other
Law School programs (ex . Case
Club)·'
C.Ofi/T. p 7
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During the c oming three months,
d iligent and int ens e PILS pe ople
(one of whom go t a cushy summer
job with the Fe de r a l government ·
as a result of a PI LS project)
will be laboring to produce chall e nging legal tasks for the fal l .
If you would like to wor k on one
of these projects, either leave
a note at 112 Legal Res ear ch
(i.e. basement of the library near
the men' s bathroom ), or contact
Terry Johns on, P-31 Lawyers Club,
764 -9074, or Kent Woods, 0-21
Lawyers Club, 764- 9004, or Mark
Kantor, P-22 Lawyers C ~ub , 764- 9008 .
Terry Johns on
Kent Woods

·prRGIM
PlkGIM REPORTS :

A BIWEJ2KLY COLUMN

What Have You Done For Me Lately?
A Summary of Recent Pirgim Achieve ments
By Joseph S. Tuchinsky, PIRG IM Staff Memb er
Most people on the campus are at l e a s t
vaguely aware of PIRGIM as a s t udent organi z: a tion that. uses research and advocacy to
·work for justice and progres s .
But, we have found, re latively few know .
many of the speci fi c projec t s PIRGIM has
undertaken . Therefore, we are offering an
answer t o the question : WHAT HAS PIRGIM
DONE FOR ME LATELY?
In this column and the next one, we will
l ist some of the projects PIRG IM has done
since the summer of 1975 .
1. FREEDOM OF INFORMATI ON. PIRGIM issued
a comprehensive report, "SUI.te Secrets,"
·. on the obs tacles citizens face in gaining
access to government records at the state
and loca l leve. The rep ort was wid ely
reported in the press and the sub j ect of
several favorable news paper ed itorials. It
was followed "by creation of a coa l ition to
support a new Freedom of Informa t i on law to
protect the citizen's ~i gh t to know what t he

government i s doing. Thi s month, the ·PIRGIMdraf t ed bi ll was introduced by Rep. p·erry
Bullar d (D- Ann Arbor). PIRGIM, Common Cause,
and other s are now working together to
l obby i t through.

Those " others" include two U of
M law students who testified at
PIR~IM's reques t before a legislat1ve committee on the findings
of the Law Review's freedom of
informat ion project.
We didn't wait for the new bill
to pass, however. When PIRGIM
was denied acce ss to minutes
and proposed rules being consid ered by the state Board of Pharmacy,
we sued under the present, weak
·
law and suc ceeded in winning a
pre ceden t that the public has the
r i ght to know in advance what pro posals are being discussed bv
government b oards .
·
2. ENVI RONMENTAL PROTECTION.
Las t summer a determined try by
mining i nterests emerged to destroy
Mi chig an' s 1970 Environmental Protection Act, the nation's first
basic law to l et citizens sue to
stop degradation of the environ ment. Thr ough the summer and into
t he f a ll, PIRGIM's work to block
it include d intensive lobbying by
s tudent s fr om many campuse s, who
vi s i ted Lansing or raised the a larm
i n le tt ers to their l egislators
or t o hometown newspapers. Such
effort s by a coalition including
ever y environmental group in the
state turned b ack the tide in the
Hous e of Represent atives, which
sent an i noffensive bill to confe r e nce comnit tee, where the whole
issu e is expected to die for this
ye ar . The EPA emerged unscathed.
3 . NUCLEAR POWER. In 1973, PIRGIM
i ssued i t s report on the dangers
in t ~ ansp orting radioactive waste
mate rials from nuclear power plants,
"Fa l lout on the Freeway." It has
n ow been t urned into legislation,
Hou se Bill 5318 , pending in the
House Public Health Committee.
PIRGI M t estimony at h earin gs on
the bill made headlines ac ross
'7 · the stat e. ,.._ .., ...
"n1nr1AA"

--

PIRGIM

c.oWr F~oM p 7

In 1975, we petitioned the Public
, Service Commission to require
• utilities to inform their cus. tamers of the plans made to
·
· evacuate people living n ear nuclear
plants in case of a serious emergency which might produce an explosion.
This ye~r PIRGIM decided to carry
the nuclear safety question to
the people of Michigan. PIRGIM
members are seeking 212,00 signatures on a petition to qualify
for a statewide ballot. If passed,
the "Safe Energy Initiative" would
allow future nuclear plants in
Michigan only if they ~et f~r ·more
stringent safety and f1nanc1al
liability standards than do present plants.

PIRGIM REPORTS:

A BIWEEKLY .COLUMN

What Else Have You Done For
Me Lately? More Recent
PIRGIM Achievements
:By JosephS. Tuchinsky, PIRGIM
Staff Member
In the last "PIRGIM REPORTS"
column, we listed results of
some of PIRGIM's projects over
the past year, the combined
efforts of students and the fulltime professionals they employ
through PIRGIM.

House Bill 4957 would protect
tenants from illegal eviction
by landlords who change locks ,
cut off utilities, or board up
doors rather than go through
· courts where tenants may defend
themselves with their side of
the dispute. House Bill 4958
would protect tenants' privacy
by stipulating the circumstances
in which a landlord must be
allowed to enter a rented house
or apartment, and how much advance notice must be given to
. the tenant.
When landlord groups failed to
compromises agreed to while the
bills were in committee, PIRGIM
· helped ;form a new statewide coop. erative effort, the Michigan Tenants Rights Coalition, to org anize
· lobbying against further weakening
amendments. House floor votes
·
against the worst of the amendments has produced new negotiations
between landlord and tenant repre' sentatives.
At this writing , these talks have
achieved a written commitment
from the landlords' group to
support a good compromise bill
which should give both tenants and
landlords adequate protection in
the evictions area.

This column continues the list
with specific results of our work
· in three more project areas, to
. answer the question, "WHAT HAS
PIRGIM DONE FOR ME LATELY?"

2. JOBS AND FEDERAL SPENDING
PRIORITIES . Since early 1974,
PIRGIM has been engaged in pioneering research on the relationship
between unemployment and the
country's high level of military
spending. Reports in 1974 and
1975 showed that recent $80-billion
Pentagon budgets did not create
more jobs; they actually cost the
economy 844,000 jobs a year.

'1. TENANT PROTECTION. Since
·. many of PIRGIM' s student members
are, or will soon be, renters,
.the rights of tenants is a natural
area of concern. Research by two
of last summer's student interns
(both U of M law students) was
followed by efforts to pass to
badly needed laws in the Michigan
legislature, both sponsored by
Rep. Perry Bullard (D-,Ann Arbor).

Michigan, the third hardest hit
state, loses 172,000 jobs, the
result of its having many industries that lose sales when tax
money is taken from customers to
pay for guns and missiles, while
having few bases or war contractors
which gain from Pentagon spending~
Every big industrial state in the
country, except Texas and Cali£ornia, loses jobs when the military
CONT t:1 9 · .. OIQJ'!;.IM."·· .
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budget is at a high l evel . The
Midwest as a whole loses 620,000
jobs each yea r.
I n testimony befor e the U. S. House
of Representatives Arme d Services
Committee, PIRGIM a sked f or the
" Peace dividend" promis ed during
the Vietnam war· the mili tary bud-:ge t should be cut and t axes reduced
the promised $20 billion. Taxpayer s would then have mo re money to
s pend on their individual needs .
This would increase employment,
PI RGIM found, becaus e c i vilian
· spending creates abou t 20,000
more jobs nationally pe r billion
. dollars spent than does military
s pending.
PIRGIM's report, ca lled "The Empty
Pork Barrel," has b e en reprinted
in the Congressiona l Record, cited
by Presidential candidates, r eport ed in Jack Anderson' s column, and
reprinted by labor union leaders
and nat~onal magazine s .
3 . UTILITY RATES AND ENERGY CONSERVATION: The Michigan Public
Service Commission recently split
2-1 on the size of Detroit Edison's
rate increase and the basis for
computing the company's financial
needs, but it was un animous in
adopting a new rat e sys t em long
advocated by PIRGIM and o t her
environmental and consume r advocates .
In last week's decision b y the
Public Serv ice Commission in Detroit
Edison rate case U-4807 , inverted
"Lifeline" rates were a dopted for
residential consumers, a s well as
peak-load time-of-day pri cing for
industrail and commercia l u s ers.
In a full-scale int ervention in
this rate case, PIRGIM inves ted
hundreds of hours of staff and
s tudent volunteer time i n r esearching energy costs and the e conomic
basis of the "Lifeline" i dea, in
arguing the case before the PSC,
and in writing briefs in s upport
of it.

"In adopting 'Lifeline" and 'Peak
Load ' rate systems, Michigan became one of the first states to
do so by action of its state
regulatory commi ssion.
The "Lifeline" proposal is an
upward - graduated rate structure,
promoting energy conservation by
providing a price incentive to
conserye .

LAW STUDENTS TAKE THEIR FACULTY
TO COURT
Law student s of the Univers ity of
California School of Law (Boalt ·
Hall) are taking their faculty to
court . In an action unprecedented
in Ca l ifornia, Dean Sanford Kadish
and the Faculty of the Boalt Hall
law school have been named as
respondents in a suit demanding
that all law school faculty meet ings be open to the public. The
Boalt Hall Student Association
. every student at '
represent1ng
Boalt Hall, and numberous other
student group s and members of the
taxpaying public are bringing the
suit , claiming that the California
Cons titution and several state
statutes prohibit university fac ulty mee t ings that take place
behind closed doors.
The suit is similar to a successful ac tion brought in Washington
St ate a few years ago by students
of the Un i versity there. The
Washington suit was based on that
state's Open Meetings Act s which
de cla: ed all meetings of p~blic
age~ c 1es.to be open to the public.
Cal1forn1a has had similar open
me et ing s laws--als o known a s
II
'
suns h 1ne
acts II -- f or over twenty
years .
Boa l t Hall has r ecent ly been the
scene of a heated controversy over
the spec i al admissions programs
fo r minority students, which were
instituted in the late 1960's to
provide equa l ity of access to the
legal profession for students
from economically disadvantaged
CONT p 10 "suIT"
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backgrounds. The boalt Fac~lty
decided in February of this year
: to cut back on certain aspects
of these programs, and the decision to do so was made at Faculty
meetings which were closed to the
press, the public, and the Boalt
student body.
"If the whole Waterftate episode
taught us anything, ' says Boalt
student body President Steven G.
Raikin, "it is that in a democratic society, there is simply
no place for a public, taxpayersupported institution and those
bodies and individuals to whom
has been delegated a public trust,
to meet clandestinely, behind
closed doors, with no regard for
the notions of public accountability and public access which
have been embodierl into law."
Steven Nissen, student body VicePresident, stated, "We are filing
this suit because we believe that
when any official governing body
meets, the public has the right
to know what happens in those
meetings. We are committed to
the idea that decision makers will
always act more responsively when
under the scrutiny of the public
eye."

Cook lecture·
In Johnson's case, said Neus tadt,
the President, pre-occupi e d with
fear of failure in Vie tnam, ov erlooked the long-term consequences
of "dissappoint ed expectat i ons
and public frustration" with his
Vietri.am policies.
Neustadt in 1960 authore rl t he book
"Presidential Power" a nd i· now
. in the process of u pda ting the
work with an examin a ti on of the
Johnson and Nixon presidencies.
A former consultant t o Pre sident
Kennedy, he is a professor of
government at Harvard University .
Neustadt said he wished to refrai n
from extensive psycho l og ical probing of President Nixon, but observed that the President ' s preception
of the long-term risks of his policies may have been " overrun by
arrogance, mistrust" and other
personality traits.
"Nixon was remarkably inept regarding one major source of power: the
people he chose to trust. Ultimately he relinquiahed his prestige
and reputation to Halderman and
Ehrlichman who assembled the plumbers team," said Neustadt.
coN r
P 11
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: The profess or suggested t hat more
effective dicisions might come
; a s the result o f a system of
.. " backward mapping ," where longterm policy goa l s are given more
weight than sho rt - t erm political
gains.

NEW-S

He noted that, in the pos t -Watergate era, public attitudes t oward
Presidential power have ca st an
_uncertain aura around the Presidency.
·Neustadt predicted that in the
ne xt decade, Presidents might .
follow the example of Rona l d Reagan
and Edmund G. Brown, Jr., in California, adopting a policy of
·" defensive retreat" and " lower
e xpectations," in which they share
powers with other governmental
uni t s , as in revenue sharing.
-·

~.

-

.•.

';

The political downfalls of Lyndon
J ohnson and RichaFd Nixon stemmed
;in part, ~rom ~he s ame failing:
'
•an obsess~on w~th short- term
political "tangibles" rat her than
long-term policy goal s , a ccording
. to a leading political analyst.
Delivering the William W. Cook
: Lectures on Americc:m Institution s
at The University of Michigan Law
School, Richard E. Neustadt s a i d
Nixon's "successive worrie s about
mometary matters," such p.s news
leaks among his staff, we r e a
major factor in "inept" political
decisions .
Neustadt said he doubted such a
strategy wou l d remain popul ar
for lonh b ecause of the great
demands pl aced on our " e le cted
monarch."

Administrative Law Essay Competition
The section of Administrative
Law is sponsoring an essay competition to promote a better
understanding among law students
of the importance of administrative law in modern law practice. The topic is left entirely
to the student. However, it is
suggested that the entrants model
their topic after irticles appearing
in the past few issues of the
Administrative Law Review. Students might also check with their
Administrative Law Professor or
the Index of Legal Periodicals
for appropriate topics. THE
WINNER WILL RECEIVE A $100 CASH
AWARD and the winning essay will
be seriously considered for publication in the Administrative Law
Review . Al entries or questions
on the particular topic should
be sent to J ohn Shapleigh,
4943 Laclede, St. Louis, Missouri
63108 t elephone (314) 367-6725.
All ent ransts must be membe.rs of
the Law Student Division and the
Section of Administrative Law.
The format i s a maximum of thirty
pages, triple space, 8 1/2 by 11
(inc l uding footnotes).

SUMMER LAW PROGRAM IN RIO de
JANEIRO

Instead, said Neustadt, it i s
likely that Presidents of t he
future will possess a "te le - 1
vision personality" and the
ability to establish an effective working relationship wi t h
the Congress.

II

Gonzaga University School of Law
in Spokane, Washington is again
planning to have a _summer program
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. If
y ou are interested in more infor.mation please contact Greg Huckabee,
President, Student Bar Association,
Gonzaga University School of Law.

· Amendment. Provides for penalties ranging frori1 up
to three years' imprisonment and/ or up to one-

IS THIS JUSTICE?

hundred-thousand-dolla-r fine to death penalty to
prohibit public access to "national defense informa. tion." S. 1 would vastly expand the scope and sever"
ity of criminal sanctions to enforce the administrative classification of documents . There are n10~e than
fifteen thousand federal employees in forty-seve n
executive departments authorized to classify documents, and an estimated billion pages of data already
classified. With the definitions provided under Sec. :
1128 for "classified information" and "national de- •
fense information" so vague as to defy precise description, S. 1 codifies what can be ~t be described as
an official secrets act. Sec. 1121 provides for life imprisonment, or the death penalty, "in time of war or
during a national defense emergency" for collecting
or communicating "national defense information"
with the knowledge that it "may be used to the prejudice of the safety or interest of the United States,
or to the advantage of a foreign power." ( p. 69)
(Would the exposure of government cormption render a government employee or a news reporter subject
to the law?)
Sec. 1122 provides from seven to fifteen years in
prison and up to one-hundred-thousand-dollar fine
for communicating "national defense information" to
a person "who he knows is not authorized to receive ·
it." (Daniel Ellsberg and Tony Russo?)
Sec. 1123, ·under the euphemism "Mishandling
National Defense Information," provides for up to
seven years in prison and/ or up to one-hundred-thou- .
sand-dollar fine for a person who receives "national
defense information" and "fails to deliver it promptly"
to a federal agent. ( pp. 69-70) (The New York Times
.or· Unitarian-Universalist Beacon Press re Pentagon
Papers?)
Sec. 1124 would extend the suppression of information to its ultimate length, providing three to seven
years' imprisonment and / or up to one-hundredthousand-dollar fine for passing "classified information" to a person who is not authorized to receive it."
(p. 70)

The following are selected com. ments on S-1, the proposed criminal code now before Congress.
WIRETAPPING. Reaflirms the 1968 law, including
the ambiguous Presidential authority to wiretap domestic activities where a "danger to the structure" of
the government is involved. By virtue of incorporating the multiple changes in existing statutes, S. 1.
expands the areas where wiretapping is permitted as
part of the investigatory processes; Directs telephone
companies and landlords to cooperate "forthwith"
and "unobtrusively" with government wiretappers,
. and provides for compensation for such cooperation.
(Chapt. 31, A; pp. 206-18)

Attempts to circumvent the 1972
· (Furman v. Georgia) Supreme Court decision which
, held that capital punishment was cruel and unusual
punishment because it had been "so wantonly and so
, freakishly imposed." (Mr. Justice Stewart, concurring.) Would provide mandatory executions forcertain crimes under certain conditions. (Italics mine.)
(Chapt. 24; pp. 194-98)
· E>EATH PENALTY.

"LEAOING" A RIOT. Redrafts 1968 law. Provides for
up to ~hree years in jail and/ or up to one-hundredthousand-dollar fine for "movement of a person
· across a state line" in the course of execution or consummation of a "riot.'' A "riot" as defined could in. volve as few as "ten" participants whose conduct
"creates a grave danger of imminently causing" damage to property. Invokes comprehensive' federal jurisdictional involvement down to the level of barroom
affrays . .
(Sec.1831;p.173)

Permits conviction of defendants for
committing crimes which they were induced to commit by improper pressures of police agents. Puts .
burden on defendant to prove that he was "not pre' disposed" and was subject to "unlawful entrapment."
· (Sec. 551; p. 59)

-: ENTRAPMENT.

•

CONTEMPT. Penalty for refusal to cooperate with
congressional committees, e.g., Senate Internal Se, curity Subcommittee, is increased from one year in
prison and a thousand-dollar fine to three years and/
or one hundred thousand dollars. (Sec. 1333; p. 93)
SE.CRECY . Reverses democratic decision-making un. der the Constitution by substituting government
secrecy for the freedoms gu~ranteed by the First

12.

SEDITION. Redrafts 1940 Smith Act, made inoperative by 1957 Supreme Court decision (Yates v. U.S.).
Provides up to fifteen years' imprisonment and/ or up
to one-hundred-thousand-dollar fine for allegedly _in- '
·citing "other person to engage in imminent lawless ·
conduct that would facilitate" the destruction of the
· federal or any state government; and, up to seven
years' imprisonment and/ or up to one-hundred-thousand-dollar fine for participation as an active member in a group that the qefendant "knows" has such
a purpose. (Sec. 1103; pg. 64) When combined with
the criminal conspiracy and solicitation sections, the
l'oAJ T _ <Ill ' ' •• ~-1 '"

S-1
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to protected speech is further inc re aseo.
(Sees. I 002-1003; pp. 60-61 )

requ ired as an clement of the offense charged . Mental
disease or defect docs not otherwise constitute a defense." To fail to a~:cord such a defense is to ignore
the relevance to guilt of moral responsibility and
p ower to choose .

MARIJUANA. Possession of the slightest amount for
personal use entails thirty days' imprisonment and/
or ten-thousand-dollar fine; second offense increases
to six months and/ or ten-thousand-dollar fine .

SENTENCING. Contrary to the Brown Commission's
recommendations, S. 1 provides for very high
maximum penalties, a parole component in addition
to the prison maximum, and fewer limitations on
the u~e of consecutive sentences. S. } also makes
parole and probation harder to obtain and requires
mandatory minim um sentences in certain instances,
thereby eliminating judicial discretion and exacerbating the problems resulting from high maximum
sentences .
(Part III, pp. 182-194, also Sec. 1811, p. 166 & Sec.
1823, p. 171.)

S. 1 incorporates provisions designed to make "voluntary" confessions admissible
even if obtained by secret police interrogation in the
absence of counsel and warning prescribed in the
Miranda case, and provisions designed to assure admissibility of eyewitness testimony regardless of prior
police irregularities in suggesting identification.
(Sees. 3713-14; pp. 273-74)
ILLEGAL EVIDENCE.

HANDGUNS. In line with President Ford's recent.
message on crime, S. I eschews the Brown commission's recommendation to establish effective national
control of handguns. Instead, the bill makes the use
of a dangerous weapon in committing a crime a separate offense entailing penalties in addition to those ·
• provided for the underlying crime. Such a proposal
might make sense in connection with a system that
did not otherwise contemplate more severe treatment
of armed offenders.
It is absurd to add a mandatory five-year penalty
· to a life sentence or to ten or twenty years, and to
· suppose that this will have any noticeable effect on
the use of weapons by individuals who have already
demonstrated their defiance of much greater threat' ened punishment. (Sec. 1823; pp. 171-72 )

Provides the death penalty or life imprisonment in some cases, up to twenty to thirty
years in prison and/ or up to one-hundred-thousand- .
dollar fine in others, for activity that "damages,
tampers with . . :" almost any property or facitity
"used in or particularly suited for national defense"
or service that is or might be used in the national
defense, with intent to "interfere with or obstruct the
ability of the U.S. or an associate nation to prepare
for or engage in war or defense· activities." Clearly, ·
such language would make;every public demonstra. tion, no matter how peaceful and orderly, subject to
potential criminal sanctions.
(Sec. 11 11; p. 64)
sABOTAGE .

Would inhibit prosecution of
wrongdoing by "public servants" if illegal conduct is
result of "mistaken" belief that it was "required or
authorized," or based on "written interpretation
. issued by the head of a government agency" (e.g.
·.from a President?).
(Sees . 542, 544, & 552; p. 57-59)
NURENBERG DEFENSE.

DEMONSTRATIONS . Virtually every kind of civil
rights, peace, and other protest action would be
threatened with severe penalties under a series of
vaguely drafted infringements on the right of assembly, including restrictions on the right to demonstrate adjacent to wherever authorities may declare
to be the "temporary residence" where the President
may be staying. (Sec . 209; p . 391. For other sections
see: Sec. 1112, 1115, 1116, & 1117 - pp. 65-68;
Sec. 1302 - p. 82; Sec. 1311 - p. 83; Sec. 1328
p . 91 ; Sec. 1334 - p. 94; Sec. 1861 & 1863 - p .
180-181)

Freezes into statutory law recent re. strictive decisions of the Supreme Court in this area.
S. 1 would permit the invocation of federal law enforcement against the most trivial local transactions.
It precludes as a defense that the material in question might be lawfully produced and distributed
under the relevant state laws.
(Sec.l842;pp.177 -78)
OBSCEN ITY.

"Do you think Congress will vote for S·l?" I asked.
"Why not? ff they're dumb enough tv propose it,
they're dumb enough to pass it."

INSANITY . S. 1 represents an important regressiOn
. from existing law. It admits insanity as a defense
only if the insanity caused a lack of "the state of mind

-Art Buchwald
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Dear RG:
I write in response to your scathing
Editorial concerning the creation of
a slate by BLSA and WLSA during the
LSSS elections. First of all slates
have been created in the past without the white males who created them
even bothering to put it in writing
or posting it anywhere. Secondly-get your facts straight. The endorsement was posted on the doors of the
offices of BLSA and WLSA which are
still considered public places.

··LETT£RS.
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DEAR EDITOR, · PEOPLE, LAW STUDENTS,
George Vinyard and other pirgim people
I sincerely thank George Vinyard & other
pirgimors for your replies. They were very
refreshing.
My charges and pirgim rhetoric, true,
have been cheap and overblown. Originally,
they were suprisingly moderate and contained
a request for an explanation of what I
thought to be strange circumstances. The
problem was that no-one would give an answer
to quiet questions. I thank you, however,
for the reply to my inane screaming of
imbicilities.
I sincerely offer my apologies to all who
will take it for foisting upon them the
obnoxious repetition of such stupid shit.
(In answer, however, to two questions,
George, I did not take off on the U-Cellar
because it has been done before ... as a
dialogue ••. and I didn't start this garbage
in the fall because I thought pirgim might
explain their rationale on. their own)

Are you complaining beca.uf!e we
did not appeal to you for your vote?
If so, I understand your complaint-it is the same one that minorities
have been making for years. LSSS
"majority" candidat..es have no t had
, the forethought to even consider
Blacks and women as political en-*
tities within the law school-- have
.not bothered to introduce themselves
.as persons concerned about the issues
that affect these minorities. It
has been as if we did not count. If
·you are complaining that we didn't
give you time to develop a political
strategy of your own to use against
us--I offer no comment.

With regard to your statement
that the endorsement was clearly
discriminatory I put it to you that
every endorsement is necessarily
I emphatically agree that such monologues discriminatoryT-one must be given
are tiresome, boring, inane, and make the
preference over another. But your
author look like he's got his head up his .. allegation that the endorsement was
double turkey nose .••• I craved an answer!
~olelf on the basis of race or sex-that
cannot abide. At both, the BLSA
My motives, however, were anything but
and WLSA meetings, candidates were inter· political •.• I run for no office, George.
rogated ..concerning their
positio~s on
-...-·-- ---- - ·- --I possess no political power nor desire to
issues
which
affect
Bla.cks
and
be able to apply any pressures. I harbor no
As a matter of· fact WLSA
desire to be an "important principal" out in women.
refused
to endorse a Bla'ck woman
the "real world."
candidate because t4eY felt she
didn't have the necessary sensiI am all prepared to trapse off to the
tivity to women's issues to debowels of lower Delaware where I fully
serve
their endorsement. Furtherexpect never to be heard from again~
more, the endorsement was necessary because WLSA and BLSA had
Burgess Allison
encouraged candidates to seek
p s
If you're ever near Seaford or
office under the assumption that
G~o;getown, Del., look me up. I'll be
the. old LSSS. constitution W<?U~d
writi11g wills and doing no contest divorces 1 b~ 1.n operat1.on.
Af~er ::a tl.~l.ca
out of G. Burgess Allison's Combination
jt1.on of tl;le new cons1. tut1.on ~ t
Barbershop and Clip Joint.
.became pa1.nfully clear that 1.f we
.
did not develop a strategy our
·-

~ ~

I.

cotJT.

·

.

,vote would be hopelessly split and
~one of the candidates we favored
wQuld win. Please note that although some of the candidates were
n~t present at the meeting there
were people that did speak in their
behalf. We therefore made our
selection on the basis of what
t he candidates themse lves said or
on the basis of what someone who
purported to know their position
had to say .
Note in particular t hat among
those that were not endorsed were
.white males, black males, white
wo~n and black women.
Those
endorsed include these same groups.
. In what way is that racially or
sexually discriminatory? Why did
none of you cry race/sex discrimination when Pres. Ford failed to
. even consider a Black or a woman
for the Supreme Court seat vacated
by Justice Douglas . Or was that
solely on the basis of merit?
.
As one who playe d a major rble
in the event I am not sorry and I
do not apologize. I am only sorry
that the political atmosphere in the
law school is such that we perceived
it as the necessary and expedient thing
to do. BLSA in particular was concerned when the "majority" voted to
elim inate cross-sectional voting in
the se lection of fir st-year representatives for no other r eason than
it gave Blacks too much voting power.
As long as the majority thinks in terms
of "them" and "us", survival dictates
that we so think. Those of you that
fear a "white" backlash in the future
.should have considered a "Black" backlash during the voting on the issue
. of cross-sectional voting. That we
have to resort to pol itical games at
1 all to secu re what others take for
granted I think reflects badly on
the entire law school, indeed, the
: entire soc i ety.
Because of the circumstances
• under whi ch thBy were electe d and
the high level of i ntegrity they
possess , the new Senate will most
likely bend over backwards to be
fair to all student's interests. In
that respect we are all winners.
But , to those who f ought a necessary
battle--and won-- I can only say
RIGHT ON~
BARBARA A. HARRIS

TO

RE~

GESTAE~

In the April l, l9'i6 issue o f'
Res r,estae~ an editorial was rJUblished concerninG the cndorse~en t
by tho ~lack Law StudunLs Alliance
and tho Women's Law Students Alliance
of n slate of candidates L'or the L ;;:; ::;
elect.Ion~;.
'l'lw odi..to:rjtll o::oressod
concern ov or I; he protYPi8 L y or the o ndorserncnL, spoc.l.f.Lcally stating th[1t
(1) the endorsement was secretive ( 2 )
the en dorsem ent was discriminatory
(3) the candidatns had nothing to '
do with the endorsement, and (4) the
meetin~ at which the endor seme nt took
place was snarsoly at te n ded.
·
~he above alle~ation s demonstrat es t hat the writer lacks o.n UI1derst a ndin ~ of political proresses
and does not reco~nize the need of
opp ressed min orities to e-x:ercise
their oolitical stren~th throu~h coaliti ons. This lack of political
sophistication is of no concern tn us
and t[w allegations need not be legitimized by comment. Wha t does co ncern us, however, is the pervasiveness
of an archaic Anglo-Saxon male mentality throu~hout the editorical.
The ~oneral tone of the editorical was
one o.t' 1'ear. ~his fear is manifested
by the followin~ quotation from last
we ak's editorical:
"While v1e understand that
minor i ty ~roups are anxious
to be adequately represented,
it seems that in truth they
are now in a position to control the outcome ol' an election without even rwlf tr;,ring. 11

Any thinkino; l a w student would
immedi a tely ~sk: What docs the above
quotation mean? Did the Blacks and
wom~n stuff the ballot boxes.
Did
they extort votes. Did they en ~a~ e
in any unethical nolitical prectices.
The answer to all of these qnestions
is no. What the above quotation
actually means is that the white
male is afraid of losin~ control or
institutions t hat were nre vlously his
exclusive domain. It means Blacks,
women, a nd al l oth e r oppressed minorities rocoo;nize t hat d ivided they

~ave i.LtL1e or r10 ~)ol itical stre n • ~th •..
It rne"'1"'
·t-' 'n 8. t HllnOrJ_
·
·t·
·
c;, "'
- lOS reco :';n:i zc
: no importance of lwvinr:: input i nto
_.
_cbe
poJ:Lcy
+'.'.lat a J1.(1CG
,.·. ·. "
I~
..... _ ... _.makinn,·
_ . , . . ol."P.:nns
... ·....;. ___ ...,'::.,,
•
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To the r:d i tor:

them; ar1cCbuve decided that the on! y
moans of obtain:Ln,:~ tbjs im:Jut is
tllrot~r:h q. uniFied o t'l'oPt ..

I accept your invitation to reply to
last week's EditoriRl Opinion concerning the J~:_.;ss olect 2OY'J.

'T'horo i:> no need i'or P-lacks or
women to at)olor;i7.o or' Justify thej r
behavior during tho last election.
Instead, they should conp;ratuL"<te
themselves for recogni:0ing the lon~
dormont novter they have, and applc_ucJo
themselves for havinG the political
nerve to exercise that oower"

You

~nn.clrs and worr,en did. not create
the political institutions found in
this lbw school .. Nor did they invent
the political methods they are accused
of employin'\.. rl'hey both existed ;:::d
were being employed and utilized by
white males long before minorities
were admitted to this institution.
We find it lauGhable that they should
be anpalled when their institutions
are used against them.

BLSJ\ does not intend to make
R·e s Gestae a forumn for disc us sin~ or
debating politics. Therefore, this
lotterrepresents our only official
response to this matter.

BLACK LAW

S'l'Tmr~r,rrrs

ALLIANCE

mc:Hi.:; tho

charge that the

'
t s were d.1scr1m1natory.
. .
enrorsernen

..:.r;dorsr~mont s are
in~tory--certain

inherentfy discrim ..
candidates are promoted at the expense of others.
3ALSA and WLSA had legitimate
interests in the outcome of t he
elections. On behalf of t hese
interests they apparently d ecided on
a bloc voting strategy . It is hardl
surprising that they put their support, wherever possible, behind mem- 1
bers of their organizations. Your
allegations of racism and sexism,
grounded or not, nertain only to ·
the existence of BALSA and WLSA.
If these groups and their financial
support oy the LSSS ·are legitimate,
their electioneering cannot be
faulted. If the law school would
have gone into an uproar over a
WASP male slate, as you assert, it
would be the result of the underlying substantive motivation--not
the slate idea itself.
A second "criticism" in the editoria
was ·that BALSA and WLSA are now in a
position to control elections "without even half trying." It is not
clear in what way this reflects adversely on those groups. Rather, it
is a comment on the lack of interest
evinced by the student body as a
whole. Women and blacks now predominate in the LSSS membership not
becaupe of unfair practi~es, but
because they were the only groups
who cared about ths SAnate.
Your editorial alleged that "The
candidates did not have anything to
do with the endorsement .•. " This
remark is, at best, seriously misleading. While it is true that not
every member of the slate supported
its creation, some did, and nearly
all participated in the decisionmaking leading to its selection,
Some of the eventually selected
candidates made it clear to the nom·
inating group that they would not be
bound by the group's later policy

positions. And, of course, no one
was bound to vote in any lmannet by
, the endorsement.

Third, no one Has required
·to v ote for these can dida tes.
Their names Here a SU R: !:estiononl y. HLSA , for one, -l;as no authority or means t6 enfo rce any
. One last matter raised in the editsort of v otin :': Da t te rn on anv of
. erial was the issu e of secrecy.
· its members. ,. '
·
v
f
· Whether or not BALSA and WLSA felt
'fhis response is not on
·
that a secret endorsement was in
~)eh?lf of . ·,_;~ ,:';A as rm. or· coniza tion; !
their best interests, secrecy is a
• 1t l s str:Lctly my oHn. I feel
spurious issue. Your editorial
qualified to make these remark s
highlights this aspect wi thout
since I felt s tr on r~ l y enoud1. about .
making any attempt t6 explain what
the fine qualif ic af ions and dedi- ·
was wrong with it. To this writer,
cation of tho nany others ru nnin g
at least, it was a prudential judgment the endorsers were free to make. · · for office t o Hit;hdraw my mm
name from t he bo llot.
Given the backlash evidenced by your
editorial and elsewhere, it would
Haney Keppe lmnn
kppear that they were right.
1

·I

Finally , I would like to raise one
additio nal mat ter. Most of what the
R.G. carries is opinion and is not
disguised as anything else. It is
also signed. Your anonymous arrogation of the status of "editorial
opinion" (whatever that means in the ·
context of the R.G.), your c riti~
cisms of BALSA and WLSA, and your
aspers ions cast upon the validly
elected new Senate, "cast a pall"
over whatever the hell you people
think you're doing.
Peter Winkl er
To the _·;c ito:;:"s:
I would like t o cor7~ct some
mi ss tatement s about t he na rtici.
~...
~
pa ul on OJ. '-TL,...,·>:\" ano
.5 LSi~ 111 che
LS SS clc;;ctions in the HG lDst
Hoek.
2irst , noti ce s for tho mootin g wore pos ted the prior ~ hur s
day. The mee ting was not se cret.
Int erested pers ons were ur~ed to
.
~
come . ~~ one l us1on
s wore p osted
where t h ey would be s ee n by the
persons most affected.
"
·
,'3 e c ond , c sndida t e s '. 'e re re conMonded on tho basis of a) their
q~ ali fic a t ions f or office, and b )
the.ir prov e n intere s t in t he r: oals
of BLSA and WLSA. I believe-those·
candidates will fa irly re present
most l aw s tud ents. ?hey a lso ·
hav e a sensitiv i ty f or t ho speci~
problems fscod 1F 1romon an d ''
- ..
3l a cks.
-'- •
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MOVIE)

AL~O

REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE
Nicholas Ray's high school delinquency tale is THE genre film
of the 'SO's, every element of
which is relegated to insignificance by its star arid its director. Forget the cornball script
wit h its troubled-teen cliches,
forget the bad acting by some .
of the kids and most of the adults, the hokey sets and the
gen eral Ho llywood mentality pervading the proceedings. Ray's
vision of a night-and-a-half in
the life of a youthful loner ignores those celluloid boundaries and transcends itself
into an ethereal legitimacy all
it s own . Under his eye, his
main characters glide and dance
through an ecstatic-demonic
Walpurgis Nacht, where the
young are immortal and the
only death the sudden death of
morning. Ray f ound the perfect
extension of his dark liturgy
thr ough James Dean, who instinctively understood tiuths
most train ed actors didn't,
who never grew old and thus
wor·n out, who instead remat'ned
as eter nal as the nightspawned moonchildren of his
director's rite. -,•o~**

The LSSS then approved a motio n
that the Senate purchase a refrige rator for the main student lounge
(price not to exceed $500).

LSSS

Election Results

LAW SCHOOL STUDENT SENATE MINUTES
April 1, 1976
The meeting was called to order at
6:39p.m. in the Faculty Ditiing
Room by President Pam Hyde.
Members present were Paul Ruschmann,
Jbn Forman, George Vinyard, Jon Karp,
Otila Saenz, Carol Sulkes, Jeanette
Ranseur, Valerie Anderson, Bruce
Hiler, Barbara Harris, Dave Dawson,
Phyllis Rozof, Bertie Butts, and
Gwen Mosley.
Minutes
Carol Sulkes asked that the minutes
of the last regular meeting be
corrected to show that she was
present March 25, 1976. Bar~ara
Harris said that at the spec~al
LSSS meeting of March 29, 1976,
she did · not demand that the minutes
show that she was vehemently and
unalterably opposed to the result
of the vote taken on her motion
that the election be conducted
und~r the old bylaws; she rej;uested
that the minutes show that s e was
vehemently and unalterably opposed
to the result of the vote.

Social Committee

. Phyllis Rozof reported the following
results of the election held
March 31, 1976 for Senate offices:
President
George V~nyard
Jim Schnare

327
115

Vice President
Eric Martin
Earl Cantwell
Sandra Gross
Jon Forman
Bill Bay

148
123
105
47
35

Secretar~

Janet Anerson

300

Treasurer
Mary Ruth Harsha
Bob Scavone

275
155

Board of Governors - 1977
Gayle Horetski
223
John Hugger
109
Deborah Friedman
68
Joe F_reedman
42
Board of Governors - 1978
Jeanette Ramseur
119
Bob Gillett
106
Donn Randall
91
Guillermo "Bill" Odio
75

...

A motion was approved thanking
the social committee for organizing
the party honoring Charlie Borgsdorf
and Rhonda Rivera. A motiori was
als~ approved allocating $600 for
a cocktail party which the LSSS
recommended be sponsored by the
Social committee on the last day
of classes.

Rebresentative at Large - 1977
De orah Friedman
173
Sandra Gross
162
George Vinyard
104
100
John Hugger
Jim Schnare
88
Earl Cantwell
86
Joe Freedman
54
John Adams
36

Unalloca-ted Funds

Representative at Large - 1978
Gwen Mosely
129
Deb Armbruster
122
Donn Randall
79
Steve Belton
74
Jeanette Ramseur
63
58
Gillermo "Bill" Odio
Ellen Dannin
57
Douglas Zingale
56
Bill Bay
41

Bertie Butts informed the LSSS
that approximately $5,600 remained
unspent in the LSSS budget. The
Senate passed a motion recommending
to the new Senate that any unallocated funds be put into a scholarship fund.

/8

roW I.

Jon Forman
Eric Martin
Janet Anderson
~

''

dealt with by LSSS beforP the upcoming exam period. ~will
attempt to consult with the Executive Committee to get all of
these items on the agenda in a
way that will facilitate LSSS
consideration and maximize student
input on each. I would appreciate
suggestions from LSSS members or
. ~ny other students for additional
1t7ms or for the time priority
wh1ch should be given to these.
Students and organizations with
proposals, resolutions, or other
requ~sts for action by LSSS are
requested to give a week's ad~anced notice and to present items
1n written form.

41
18
13

A motion was made that the results
of the election be certified
'Jon Forman objected and prop~sed
amending the motion to stipulate
that only disin teres t ed Senators
those who had not run for office
in this election -- would be permitted to vote. The amendment
failed 6-7. Jon Forman then stated
that, although he thought it was
. fine fot groups to endorse favorite
candidates, these groups should post their endorsement s in a public
place. Lefty Ruschmann agreed
that it was permissible to run
slates and tha t the election had
· been conducted according to the
rules, but argued that it was
deplorable to vote on the basis
· of race or sex. He moved that
· the rules be suspended and that
the Senate pass a resolution condemning the practice of voting
on the basis of race o~ sex or
any other basis irrelevant to
competence. The Senate by a
~ot~ ~f 5-_8 refuse d to suspend
the rules in order to consider
Lefty's motion. The main motion
to certify the result s of the
election passed, nine members ·
voting in favor and four abstaining
Pam Hyde. t.hen turned the gavel
·
over to George Vinyard, and new
Senate members took office.
Respectfully submitted,

1.

Appointment of Committee
chairpeople for 76-77.

2.

Contract for compilation
and publication of the
1976-77 Law Student
Directory.

3.

Establish budgetary
policies and procedures.

4.

Approve tentativ~ 197677 budget.

5.

Consider possible uses
of 1975-76 budget surplus
including the 1975-76
LSSS recommendations relating to purchase of a
large refrigerator for
the Hutchins Hall lounge.
.
Receive further reports
from the student members
of the Committee on Admissions Policy.

6.

Phyllis Rozof
Secretary

7.

Appoint permanent 1976-77
representatives to MSA
(Michigan Student Assembly) .

8.

Schedule and plan first
year elections for next
fall.

9.

Review policies relating
to various Law Club facilities (e.g. the Cook
Lounge, the decoration
of the new lounge adjoining the Laundry Room).

AN OPEN LETTER TO:
, L~SS

Membership & Law Student Body

FROM:

George Vinyard , LSSS President

RE :

LSSS Agenda for Reminder
of Academic Year

As of this date I am aware of the
following ite~s of substantive
busines~ -- which must or should be
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LSSS

POSITIONS TO BE FILLED
Senat e Meeting Schedule

The following positions are filled by LSSS
appointment. LSSS will begin cansidering
applicants for these posts this spring and
hopes to fill most of them before the end
of school so that those appointed can begin functioning or at least planning over
the summer or immediately upon the start
of school next fall. Further announcements,
explanations of the duties involved, and instructions for applying will be published in
the near future. Anyone with immediate
questions should contact LSSS President Geo.
Vinyard or any other inember of the newly
elected LSSS.

At its organiz i ng meet ing April 7 ,
LSSS established the following meeting
s chedule for the rema inder of the academi c year:
TUESDAY, APRIL 13 at 3 : 30 PM
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21 at 3:3 0 PM
SUNDAY, APRIL 25 from 10:00 AM t a 5:00PM
(with a break for lunch) fnr the sole
purpose of hearing and discuss i ng 76-7 7
budget proposa l s f rom committees and
funded orga nizations. A sign- up/schedule
Hill soon be available so that representatives of orgai zations requesting furi~ s may
reserve a time slot.

1) The compiler of the Law School Student
Di rectory (compensated position).
2)

LSSS Pop Machine Tender (compensated
position and impressive title).

3)

Chair and all members of an ad hoc
committee of commuter students to assist
in purchasing a new refrigerator for the
Hutchins Hall lounge and to suggest other
needed improvements in Hutchins lounge,
locker, etc., facilities.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28 at 3:30PM
Unless otherwise posted all meetings are held
in the Faculty Dining Room of the La ~yers
Club .
Budgetary planning will naturally be the majo
item of business at all of these meetings and
time is short. Other items for consideration
are posted in advance on the LSSS bulletin
board on the second floor of Hutch ins. Anyone
requesting time on the agenda fo r these meet~
ings is asked to give a weekws notice if that
is at all possible.
submitted by George Vi nyard

4)

76-77 Chairperson for the Committee on
Elections and Appointments (CEA) (see
section 7.4 of the LSSS Bylaw Constitution for description).

5)

76-77 Residential Committee Chairperson
(section 7.5)

6)

76-77 Res Gestae Editor-in-Chief (sec. 7. 6)

7)

76-77 Film Committee Chairperson (sec. 7. 8)

8)

76-77 Athletics and Recreation Committee
(ARC) chairperson (sec. 7.9)

I

9)
10)

.

NOTE OF THANKS

76-77 Social Committee chairperson (sec.
7.10)

I want to sincerely thank all of those
who voted and ran in the LSSS elections.
It is an honor to be LSSS Pr esid ent and
to ~ave the opportunity to get to know and
work with the fine group of peoole ~,~ho were
elected. I also hope, however , that those
candidates not elected (a nd all th e rest of
the student body as we ll) will make t hemselves available to share in the improvement and accomplishments of the 76-77 LSSS.
Thankyou,
George Vj_nyard

76-77 Speakers Committee Chairperson
(sec. 7.11)
submitted by George Vinyard

--

I

THEATRE REVIEW
CAMINO REAL hy Tennessee Williams
at Power Center through Sunday

an avant-gar de presentation. There
is much running up and down the aisle~
One can admire heroic efforts to
of the theater, there are speeches
just a limited extent. The university
!given from the top of the stairs by
Theatre Program chose a dreadful play,
!the exit door, there is even one poini
1
and though it was '"'ell-acted in general
Where an actor had a member of the
and marvelously staged, the sad fact
audience feel his chest: but to pararemains.th~t it is still a dreadful play. phrase an earlier playwright, it was
Th~s ~s not the Tennessee \rJi lliams
a ll sound and fury signifying nothing .
of Cat on A Hot Tin. Roof or of A street And so I conclude by saying the
car Named Desire. This is not an intense production was adequate of a poor pla)
story of emotions, family conflicts, per- And I must condemn the choice of the
sonal revelations taking place in "the
play. At this time I will vent my
south" of the u.s. Instead it is an upspleen at 4 years of poor and very
date (or mish-mash) of Don Quixote dream- unimaginative seleetion of plays . ThE
ing about such people as Lord Byron, Cassa-University of Michigan Theater people
nova and Scott and zeldqFitzgerald. No
, appear not to realize that plays have
one is saying that a playwright should
!been written in a new way in the last
not expand his horizons, should not attempt20 years. There is always plenty of
to break new theatrical ground, but it
Shakespeare and plenty of Shaw. But
seems that here Willi ams had an idea and
where, I ask you, is Beckett or
then lacked the neces sary creative spark
Ionesco or Pinter. This is a univer to build under or upon that idea.
sity community. There must be a largE
I fault mostly the language. What
: potential audience for these more
is an aud ience to make of such lines as,
· modern, more abstract, "theater of
"We are all guinea pigs in the laboratory the absurd" plays . Why in my 4 years
of God," or "The caged birds learn to
has there not been a major production
accept each other but really long for
. of something like Tom Stoppard's,
flight," or "Love is a 4-l etter word no
. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead ,
better than any written by school boys
' perhaps the wittiest, funniest and yet
playing hookey." These are artles s
most intellectually satisfying play
c~nstructions, ideas bluntly put forward,
written since 1950? I don't know, anc
w~thout grace, without poetry a lmost
I wonder why the theatre students
without thought.
'
don't ask •
. Thus it is throughout this long,
I hav e been satisfied by the
bor~ng play. Williams has some metaphor
plays I have seen here in the last 4
about America he wants to get across, but years only becaus e I lowered my
he has not taken any care with his craft
standards--both as to what was perin expressing that metaphor. The person
formed and how it was performede The
who was the "Champ" standing for the US
University is a place to take chances,
of A dies and he is dissected and he is
to experiment. In that vein I applauc
shown to have, literally, a heart of gold. Camino Rea l and I ·en courage presentinr::
C'mon Tenne ssee, what is this crap.
"different" type plays . I just wish
So given the material the cast does
there would be some sign that the
an adequate job with it. There are some
"pickers" wer e aware of modern playmoments of comedy, some moments of an
wrights born outside the continental
understanding on a deeper level~what is
u.s. The audience i s there for
being attempted, but on the whole there~
Genet or Sartre, I promise.
is a feeling of tedium e And the tedium .
is surprising because the director has
-----Larry Halperin
attempted (what he probably thinks is)
....., I

rules for lawyers:
don't ever say anything.
openly break every speeding ·law in
town (clients have no respect
for a lawyer who exhibits a lack
of <.;:onfidence in his or her ability
as a lawyer by fearing speeding
tickets.)
never be out. always be "in court."
The staff of the weekly penalty box
has recently taken particular notice of
a unique form of existentialism which
pervades the law school student "life."
To build up after fourteen years of
schooling only to find no-one at home
sort of leaves one with a sense of
needlessness, uselessness, as well as a
healthy respect for time-honored
traditions.

·lfrn~

~~~~~lf

IT~cm&~lrTr

The p-box would take this opportunity
to re-dedicate itself to the principles
upon which it was founded ... life,
liberty, and the pursuit of things to
break the delusion of self-importance.

t>B~

the secret of living is to own a
motorcycle and a lake.
the secret to a suc cessful job is to be
a lawye r and a croo k .
Rules for Living:

The painting of Thomas A Bogle in
room 132 is definitely hung crooked!
(No, no, son! The paintings not hung
crooked; the world is falling over!)

HIDE .
IF THEY FIND YOU,

Irreverance and irrelevance are the .
only things which are really useful.
They have been here longer than the
squirrels on the quad ..• and that's
longer than any person at this law
"school."

LIE .

Fudd's First Law of Opposition:
If you push something hard enough,
it will fall over.

auxillia ry rules:
keep the ball low.
don' t spill the shoe polish.
dental floss every day.
always knock before entering.
~ever volunteer to be chairperson.
always get your first serve in.
always fin ish your check.
l~t the dog out when it whines.
and stay away from law students.

How can we best demonstrate this
principle? By walking down a tree-shaded
lane on the campus of a major widmestern
law school
"My god, Argie!
flies!"

They're dropping like

"You're right, Lucy. Everyone is.
fal ling over. Something really big must
be pushing all these great kids."
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Read-Onlz Memories __
by The Malevolent Memo

~~er

"But Argie, what could be pushing them
so hard?"
"I don't know Lucy , but somewhere in
that Gothic building is the biggest pusher
rive ever seen!"
"Do you mean that they're all on drugs?"
"No Lucy, although I can see how you
might easily make that mistake. They are
all lying prostrate and spreadeagled on
this fine lawn ••• and their pupils are
certainly dilated. They even seem to be
muttering as if in a delirium. But no,
they are not hallucinating about being
and/or fooling around with sheep (although
they do appear to have some sort of anal
obsession), when they are talking about
Shepard's, they are referring to a
particular brand of entertainment which
is encouraged by the big pusher in that
other building over there."
"But Argie, isn't there anything we
can do for these poor lost souls?"
"No Lucy, it looks as if reality'has
$ent these people on the last trip of
t:heir lives."

Very aixed r et urns froa last week.
On the good side, I passed a aa.jor l'lile ...
stone by completing Case Club (also known
as • • • well, I'm sure you hav~ your own
favorite expletive for t hat time- waster,
so feel free to insert it here ) . On the
other hand, I'm still way behind i n
tlasses, and I had a reall y t errible airplane J.l.ight (or plight) last wet~kend. . I
think I'll just avoid s uch cord1icta ~n
the future--soaebody wa.k~ r .e t:.d:'ter fi nals,
please.

********
I discovered t he meaning of tdf'"'f'"Y
on that flight last weekend, Picture this,
\ if you can (I sure don't want to): OUr
hero, an intrepid young b~n (as the old
dille novels used to say ), trying to i mpl."ess
his yotmg female passenger ; A ·oounoy, but
pleasant flight to Jackson, w1 th a few
aunchies at the restaurant on t he field;
An airplane engine that decides duri ng the
takeoff from Jackson t o go on a work slowdown and produce less t han 75% power J
Sharply increased turbulence; And finally,
a violently airsick passenger, using my
only map of the unfamiliar area as a burp

bag.
"Oh Argie, when will people learn that
reality is only for people who can't face
up to hard drugs?"
"I'm afraid that that day is a long way
off. Remember the whistle of revolution?
Yes, Lucy, America waits for the return of
the Lone Ranger and Superman, along with
the accompanying legal principles of truth,
justice, .•• and the American Way!"
- G. Burgess Allison

Thomas Jefferson in Autobiograghy:
"If the present Congress e~rs
in too much talking, how can it
be otherwise in a body to which
the people send 150 lawyers whose
trade is to question everything,
yield noN:ting, and talk by the
hour?

So, I was left trying to keep the·
damn enginer running, trying to stay
reasonably level in turbulence, trying to
remember the radio frequencies for Willow
Run (to
nothing of trying to find
Willow Run), and trying. t o help my i ll
paasenger-·all while she proceeded t o
redecorate the interior. If I had had my
parachutes with me, I think I'd have gotten
out at 4500' over the Quad. and. called it a
day.
Ao1way, the moral of t he story is
that in the future, I'll never , Never,
NEVER take anyone's word for 1 t i f they say
they don't get airsick. (As it turns out,
the young lady's problem was actually food
poisoning---but I wasn't in a position to
make a good diagnosis).

ear

********
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More on the continuing saga of the Fbrd
column (the President, that is, not the
successful guy with that name) • I've
received. two new coll1Jients. The first was
from the RG lili1 tor, when I tol d hi• I'd
sent the column to the Whit e House. "You
did WHAT? The issue with the crapper on

coNr p. 25"' ?> M

· ·

2.M ·the -~over , you sent to the President of t.he
-..;-United States? Oh ahitl" Or at least
~Nr.)words to that effect, I had the distinct
iapression that he waan't pleased.
The second comment coaes from the
White House--though not from Jerry . See,
he doesn ' t read his 11&1.1 (probabl y not
enough pictures). A_Mr. Elliott , Director
· of Correspoznence (1. e. , soae secretary
• t ba.i:. cranks out answers to crAnk l etters),
. stated that the column was being .brought to
-the attention of "appropriate Governmeat ·
offi cials. " I was right last wee,k--the
Secret Service is gonna get mel

********
Have you noticed how much Mr.
Belvedere, king of the late-night
alUIIlinUII siding coJilllercials on the tube,
looks and sounds like Horshaok on "Welcome
· Back Kotter"? A.ny rel ation?

********
Campus radicds -are , perhaps

unfortunately, a vanishing breed. It's
· a shame the campus i diots don't follow the
example~ The l at ter group is distinguished
• from the first by the lack of any valid
coaplaint, as well as the frequent lack of
eit her useful purpose or workable
alternatives,
Proof that these turkeys are sti ll
around appeared in the Union this week,
Dozens of signs defaced the walls, each
protesting on-campus recruit i ng by the CIA
~

and NSA,

How sweet of them! It 's so nice to
know ~t these people (which is perhaps a
debatable point in itself) want t o protect
ay freedom-- by taking it away, If I wish
to int erview again w1 th t he CIA or NSA,
it's none of their damn business 1 I
. deeply resent anyone telli ng me how to
· c0nduct my life 1 that resent ment increases
. wi th the inverse squa.re of my respect for
the person's or group's-moti ves , In this
c$se, I have no respect whatsoever for
them--and the inverse square of zero i s
infinity.
I firxi it quite interesting that the
signers of these posters are poll soi
profs, LS&.A people, l ocal "act i vists", et c
--all fields where memory and an ability to
bullahit often take the plaoe of l ogical
t~Ought and true understanding. I would
have said ".ALWAYS take the place", but I'm
s ure that somewhere in the world , there's
at l east one devotee of the "fuzzy
s ubjects" w1 th an original, intel ligent
t hought. .. But I won't take odds on the ·
eXistuce of two or .three.

* * * * * .,. * *
While I'a on the s ubject of s uch
meddlers, l _e t' s talk a bit about censorshi p.
last week !!!!!. ran a cover story on
pornography , detailing how some cities are
fighting the "problem".
First of all, I disagree with the
idea that it 's a problem. Usually it's
boring, often it's funny--but I doubt that
it's ever harmful. In fact, nations with
an enlightened policy of no censorship
have for the aost part reported no increase
whatsoever in rape or child abuse. As so
· many studies have found--including ones
funded by the Government--there is no
direct correlation between increased criae
and increased freedom of expression.
1lor do I believe that porn is
inherently degrading to women. It's true
that some depicts females as mere objects J
• but _then again, some doesn't. If you find
. i t offensive, don't buy it. I can think of
· many things i nfinitely more degrading to
women, not t he least of which are the more
vocal libbers .
And f or our Bible freaks (are you
· listening, Mr. Hill ?)--ro you recall
W
allace's The Seven Minutes? In one scene,
a witness at a porn trial is read a
selection of passages from a book J each
detailed an "iluloral" act. When asked, she
stated t hat she found the passages to be
. obscene. As you can guess, each was tx:om.
t he Bible. I ' a also reminded of st. Peter's
comments on a related subject, prostitution,
which he lik~~ed to t~a -sew~;- in-th-e .
palace ; no matter how distasteful to ·
some people, they were still necessary for
the proper operation of society, (You
reaember him-, don't you Mr Hill? Dressed
in san:ials and a robe, carried a fishing
net, used to tell everyone he was a rook?
Yep, t hat's hia. ) Likewise, porn has
become a part of our society, like i t or
not,
·
Whenever a person, gri>up, religion,
or government says "This you cannot s ee ,
This you must n't ·hear, " the end result i s
t yranny and oppression, no matter how holy ~
the motives . There i s no such t hing as "A
little censorship" l t here is only an
unconscionable viol at ion of that most
fundamental right, the right of free
expression. I cannot and will not abi de
· by censorship is any fora , umer any DaJRe,
or for any purpose which restricts my
right of free expression and t hought.
In short, I find censorship to be
the most obscene and perverted act known
to man. A book-b~ner is worse than a
murderer--he
.. ·-,_A..._-,_ murders
. . . ._ ·. .-.- ideas.
-
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,To the Res Gestae:
Vonnegut books and Firesign Theater
albums have been well-received by us
folks here in the Midwestern wilderness. However; I am afraid that your
culture quizzes, though enjoyable,
are top-heavy with effete Eastern
elitism. So I would like to submit a
Detroit-area culture quiz, dedicated
to all of those to whom a big night
out is bleacher seats at a Tiger
game, an order of ribs (with lots of
hot sauce) , and a s ix- pack of Stroh's.
1.

Who j_s Maurice 1ezell?

9. Who is the "Kingpin" or the
"man with all thy do llars"? (Hint:
he hosts Detroit s most popu l ar
game show.)
10. What Detroit Tiger operates
Club 23" and is loved by every kid
in the city? Where is Club 23?

11

11.

What are "River Rouge Trout 11 ?

12. What "religious 11 figure was
greeted in Detroit on his arriva l
with a pie in the face?
13. What columnist is consider ed by
many to be Detroit's biggest idiot?

2. Who were the three original
Supremes?

14.

3. What Detroit high school product
attracte d attention for his ability
to take a fifty-cent piece off the
top of the backboard 11and leave a
quarter change?" (Hint: he once
smashed a backboard in college out
of reverence for his idol, Gus Johnson)
4. What Detroit er originated the
"Reggie hook" which has been shamelessly copied by Kare em Abdul-~abbar?
(Unfortunately, his off-court talents
were limited to boosting accomplices
into second -story apartments .)
5.

Where is the "Avenue of Fashion?"

6.

Who is "Gus"? ·

15. What Detroit television per sonality was once interviewed on radio
station WABX 11 to compare trips? "
16. What Detroit talk-show ·regular ly
includes prostitutes, psychics and
people who have made contact wit h
extra-terrestrial beings?
17. Who foun ded Zenta?
Why was it fo unded?
18.

'WHY MAYO NO LIKE ME"?

8. Name t he right-wing extremist
who has bee n jailed for attending a
"guitar Mass '' in a clown suit (disturbing the peace) and beating up a
pri~st who held a "Mas s for Peace 11 •
(assault )
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What is it?

Where is "Poopdeck Paul" now?

ANSWERS
1.
2.

7. What La tin-Ame r ican· Tiger felt
so mistreat ed that he felt compelled
to take his complaints to the press,
resulting in the degrading headline:

Where is the Detroit Zoo?

Mr. Belvidere.
Diana Ross, Mary Wilson, Florence
Ballard.
3. Spencer Haywood.
4. Reggie Har ding.
5. Livernois, between Six Mile and
Eight Mile.
6. The Pist ons' best fan . Also
works Tiger games .
7. Cesar Gutie rrez .
8. Donald Lobsinger.
9. Bob Allison, host of "Bowling
for Dollars".
10. Willie Horton, Livernois.
11. Carp.
12. Guru Maharaj Ji
13. Bob Talbert (Charley Manolsf, Joed.t
Falls or anyone els e, ha. ere 1 .
CONT p 28 f:oJ. 2
QV 17.

PEARL co~r. F"RtJNI p.'3o
Nixon: "Warren G. Harding, surely you and your "Ohio Gang" appre: ciate the camaraderie which
· existed here during my administration."
Warren G. Harding: "Yes Richard,
but we had fun. When did you
have fun with H.R? Bob? Pat?
· July? Dwight? Ron?
Nixon: '~be Lincoln, I would.
someday like to be compared with
you as a great president."
Abe Lincoln: "Richard, you are
to me as your 5 o'clock: shadow
is to my beard."
'
Nixon: "Teddy Roosevelt, I too
tried to be a vigorous and forceful world leader, did I succeed?"
Teddy Roosevelt: "Richard, I
made "the GOP into the Bull Moose
Party, you turned the GOP into
the Bull _ _ Party."
· Nixon : . "Franklin Roosevelt, .I
, too was an innovative and resourceful president!"
· F ~ D.R.: ~ "Richard I had a New
Deal but we all knew you were
never playing with a full deck."
- ·• · ....
Nixon: "George Washington,' :Fa'therof Our Country, have you no solace
for me?"
George Washington: '"Richard, . at
least I refused to be king."
,_

'

QUIZ
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.

We'll continue the serious tone of
this week's col\DUl, by recounting the sad
story from F.rance' s Western Pyrenees area.
A new coJIUilunity center had opened, am
there was a dance to celebrate. . Only one
door was left open and unlocked, as it was
a cold night 1 also, it limited crashers.
Soaehow, though, a fire started. The
people crowded to the single egress a many
were trampled Qr killed in the mad flight
io safety. Which only goes to prove 'the
hazards of putting all your Basques in
one exit.

Royal Oak.
George Pierrot.
Lou Gordon.
Jesse Crawford . A relig i on .
To give the Whi te Pa n t hers an
excuse to "pass t he hat " a t
meetings a nd thus ma ke some
easy money.
In jail.

19. LOVE SONGS, indeed . This s ong
was the anthem of De t r oit area
youth in the 1960 ' s:
Well, it's 1969 okay ,
All across the U.S.A .
Another year fo r me an' you l
Another year with nothin'
to do .
Now that I am twenty-one , _
Didn't have a lot of fun.
Now I'm nearly twenty-two,
I say 11 oh, my" and "boo-hoo. u

A.
B.

c.

D.

********

F~OM

SPECIAL BONUS QUESTION

'

one· final note on censorship, jutto show how far it can go. Remember the
Copperlone ads, w1 th the dog pulling down
the kid' s ba.thing s .u i t? The government of
South Africa has just banned the ad as
• obscene,

( c.oNr:

A.

B.
C.
D.

What is the name of this epic?
Who performed it?
What is the lead singer's real
name?
Where is he from?
1969
The Stooges
Jimmy Osterberg
Ypsilanti

Our Own Fighting Jack
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TALES FROM THE PM
-- The Pearl

DUMP TRUCK
"I NEED A DUMP TRUCK, BABY, 1
TO UNLaAD MY READ. "--B. Dy la n
by Larry Halperin
Do you think it's easy thinking
up a subject every week to write about?
I'll tell you the answer. No, it's
not. Every Saturday or Sunday I start
wondering what I'll put in the column
for the next Friday. Sometimes the
ideas come easy, but sometimes, like
this week, I can't come up with a thing.
I used to just live my life. Now,
everything I do, everything I read,
see, or hear about, I consider as
pessible material for the column. Last
week I saw Taxi Driver and Swept Away
and thought about analyzing them in
these pages. Saturday I saw the Maria
Muldaur-Jesse Colin Young concert, and
even as they were singing I was thinking
of clever lines that I could stick in
here. It's strange, you know.
It's strange because before I
grabbed this forum the only writing
I would do was for one person. That is
papers and exams. You struggle for a
semester, pour your guts into a papet
and then one person reads it and gives
you a grade--whoopee. This certainly
is ' a different experience. ' Even
though I am well aware of the fact
many law students don't even pick up
the RG at all and many don't read my
column , I'm still getting read more
in a week or two than from all my papers
put together. (It's like this: A couple
of years ago there was a production of
Shakespeare's "As You Like It" for TV,
and although it got terrible Nielsen
ratings, more people saw that show than
had seen the play in theaters since
Shakespeare first presented it ... Maybe
it's not like this.)
Anyway, I think Taj Mahal sang
something like "You don't need a bucket
if the well's run dry,'' and I'm saying
I don't need a Dump Truck if I've got
nothing to unload. So contrary to all
:r~:a:,:~~es, I don't have a column

30:

My friend Ron and I headed straight
for the PM from the aud after
hearing Cob Woodstein spe~k on the
"Final Days" of Watergate. After
an hour or so of spirlted political and psychological discussion
and ~ust plain spirits, Ron suddenly
real~zed something, "You know Pearl
we were told Nixon went through
'
the White House saying farewell to
the portraits of past presidents,
but what Woodstein didn't say was
the content of thos e conversations!"
W7 th:n pr~ceeded to remedy that
s~tu~t~on w~th Ron playing the part
of N~xon and myself imita ting the
various presidents:
Nixon: "Lo artd behold, Zachary
Taylor, farewell, I too tried to
emulate you and always be "Rough
and Ready."
Zachary Taylor: "Real ly Richard ,
that's not what Pat said at all."
Nixon: "Well met Thomas Jefferson, ._
Bebe, Bob, Frank and the rest of
us tried to run a government of
sturdy yeoman farmers for the good
of all the people."
Thomas Jeffer~on: "Richard, you
are an exce2t~on to the inherent
equality of persons and I the
i
Sage of Montpelier, name you Richard!'
the Stooge of San Clemente."
,

I

Nixon: "Well Herbert Hoover, last
of the true Republicans , certainly I
you know how difficult life can
!
be in the White House."
Herbert Hoover: 'iRichard, the
onlX thing you and I have in common
is 'depression" and yours was the
paranoid variety."
Nixon: "Harry Truman, I know you
have always had a low regard for
me, have you no kind words for me
in my misfortune?"
H.S.T.: "Richard, my motto was
that "The Buck Stops Here". You,
on the other hand, sent your bucks
to Mexico, Jamaica, Switzerland .... '
Nixqn: "Woodrow Wilson, I too
championed peace. I went to China.'
Woodrow Wilson: "I'm sorry Richard
but I resent there having been a
president more pompous than I."
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Sports Poll .·
Last time the-re were two winners.
In the final basketball poll Maggie
Woodcock and Greg Need were the
winners. Both were correct in
picking the semifinal games against
the spread, and both h~d the cor~
rect ord~r of finish of the final
four. Neither had the correct
tiebreak~r--the leading scorer of
the last four games was Marques
Johnson with 42 points. So they
will share the prize this week.
There was a third entry which tied
the t~o winners, but there was no
name on it. There were also several entries that were correct as
far as they went, but failed to 1
pick games against ~he spread.
So they, too, are losers. This
week is what is most likely the
final sports poll. Since you
have to wait until October to
find out who wins' it has
larger
prize than the average poll--$5.
Pick the winners of each of baseball's divisions, each league,
and the World Serie~.

a

-·
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UNIV. o.f

r=LDRIDA)

American East:
American

--------------------West:
--------------------

Nationa 1 Mst:
Nationa 1 West:
American League Playoff:
National League Playoff:
World Series:
TIEBREAKER: How many games will
the Tigers lose this year?

-----

NAME:

------------------------------

FORWARDING ADDRESS (only if you
won't be here in the fall):

IndiGESTAEion
Little Caesar's ......... Ken Frantz
Gino's .................. Carol Sulkes
Red Barn ................ Tony Kolenic
Big Boy ................. Ned Othman
Ar by ' s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ma r k Shap r ow
McDonald's .............. Larry Halperin
Burger Chef ...... ~ ...... Ho~ie Bernstein
Colonel Sand~r's ........ G. Buigess Alli
Hardie's ................ Kevin McCabe
H. Salt's .......... . .... Dot Blair
Taco Bell. .............. Earl Cantwell
Arthur Treacher's ... , ... Lefty Ruschmann
A & W................... Ed Marod
Jack-in-the-Box ......... Crusader Rabbit
Onassis Coney Island . . .. John Guillean
Pizza Hut ............... Sandy Gross
Burger King ............. Bob Brandenburg
~2..

